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DEMONIC BOOKS, GAMES, AND TOYS
By Dr. Michael E. Todd1

It all started with Star Wars being advertised in restaurants and discount stores. Every
where we looked, we saw all sorts of ugly, demonic like creatures that were sold as
toys to children from ages 4 and up. As we went from store to store to do our shopping,
we became more and more aware of what was being "forced" and "pushed", on families
and children in the name of "entertainment" and "fun." The more that we looked the more
we were HORRIFIED as we saw things that were GROSS, VULGAR, UGLY, MORBID,
VILE, SCARY, DEMONIC AND SATANIC.
A VISIT TO A LARGE TOY STORE
We saw all kinds of demonic, occult "toys" for children as young as 4 years old. After we
left the store we literally went to the car and prayed and plead the blood against evil spirits
and demons. We felt oppressed and dirty as a result of what we saw. FOR TWO NIGHTS
AFTERWARD MY WIFE HAD NIGHTMARES AND COULD NOT SLEEP.
Definition of entertainment = enter - to go into; to penetrate or pierce. To introduce or
insert. For the purpose of holding the attention; to amuse.
The bottom line is not only the parent's pocketbook but also the controlling and
manipulating of the minds of children and youth.
Back in the old days you knew who the good (bad) guy was. The good guy wore white and
never did anything off color or vulgar. There is no such thing as white and black anymore,
it is all shades of grey. Now who is the good guy???? You will see for yourself what we
mean later on in this presentation.
Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light,
and light for darkness:!
(Isaiah 5:20)
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The Bible says:
Abstain from ALL appearance of evil.
(1 Thess. 5:22)
As saith the proverb of the ancients, Wickedness proceedeth from the wicked.
(1 Samuel 24:13)
During the decade of the eighties, and into the nineties, the most popular toys have been
those whose themes are VIOLENT AND/OR OCCULT in nature.
Some of the more popular have been He-Man, Masters of the Universe, Teen-Age Mutant
Ninja Turtles, She-Ra, Harry Potter and a whole host of video games from Nintendo and
other manufacturers. These manufacturers are living out their own perverse fantasies
through the products they produce, and are transferring them to unsuspecting children.
Many children have difficulty distinguishing the moulded metal and plastic playthings from
real flesh and blood beings. Consequently these TOYS AFFECT THEM IN VERY REAL
WAYS. Their impressionable young minds, not having sufficient experience to afford them
proper discernment, confuse fantasy with reality.
INSTILLED VALUES
That certain values can be instilled through playthings was recognized in Nazi Germany
where children were given miniature implements of torture and were instructed in their use.
There are certain types of toys that carry built-in pre-programmed themes of play which
instil ungodly attitudes and may even lead to involvement in witchcraft and/or develop a
sadistic nature. Others, though not as bizarre, may still induce abnormal psychological and
spiritual problems.
UGLY IS IN
The philosophy today is anything ugly is in; anything beautiful is not accepted. Preparing
our children for the acceptance of genetic mutations, witchcraft, magic, the ungodly and
the ugly. They are after your children.
Cartoons on TV are full of sex, violence and the philosophy of the ungodly. Everywhere
there is the influence of demonic toys, ugly grotesque and vulgar (from extremely
voluptuous Barbie dolls to demons).
OCCULT-VIOLENCE TOYS
Occult-violence toys are those that steer the child's imagination into sorcery, spiritism,
and violence. These simulate more than others the demonic realm. The key word in the
promotion of these toys is "power"-occult power that comes through spirit forces.
For girls who wish to identify more closely with occult-violence there was developed the
"Princess of Power" collection of sorceresses and goddesses who rule the universe from
"Crystal Castle," "the source of all power." Another has been She-Ra who, "lifted high on
her throne... saves the world alone."
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We find in She-Ra a parallel to the ancient Egyptian mystery religion. Ra was Egypt's sun
god and supreme deity. She-Ra is obviously a sun goddess who takes the place of
Christ in the imaginations of little girls who lift her high on her throne in Crystal Castle.
BESTIALITY
Is another perverse theme that may be found in certain characters like the Thunder Cats,
"half-human, half animal," with eyes that light up to exhibit an inner occult spiritual power.
These are obviously meant to be the offspring of humans who mated with animals to
produce super-powerful creatures.
Alien life forms also figure prominently among such toys, adding impetus to the belief that
man is merely one among many intelligent beings, the product of evolution.
CUTESY-OCCULT TOYS
Even some cute, cuddly toys have occult
characteristics. Because they are so cute and
cuddly, they can be among the most dangerous to
a child's spiritual health. Even Christian parents
are enamoured by their cute outward
appearances and tend to overlook the satanic
nature of the magic with which they are identified.
Many times they make the monsters look cute
so that a child falls in love with them.
DEMONIC TOYS
Many people are stunned to see the ugly toys
that are being sold to four and five-year-old
children. Many are exact duplicates of demons
from Satan's kingdom. People who have been
saved out of the occult have stated that the
makers are even giving the children the proper
names of these spirit beings.
Some have holograms inside the toy depicting demons through a little window. Who would
have ever believed twenty years ago that children would be playing with such things as
their little toys and play-mates? An incredible battle is going on for the minds and hearts of
our youth. Satan is out to destroy an entire generation.
DARK DEMON ACTIVITY - BLACK & WHITE MAGIC
A wizard (witchdoctor), called a good wizard, who is trapped in another dimension gives
them their power. They communicate with him by psychic methods and together their goal
is to save the world from evil. How can that be bad? It's all a game of white and black
magic locked in constant combat for control of the earth. Probably nothing is more
dangerous than the idea of spirits coming to human aid.
Almost every recent game or entertaining story directed at children includes some form of
psychic power or wise spirit available to give aid to the weary person. Satan has always
played with the minds of men telling them that they can be gods. It was the first lie in the
garden.
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SERIAL KILLER: THE BOARD GAME
Playing a serial killer is the twisted fun in a board game. "Packaged in its own plastic body
bag, Serial Killer comes complete with an illustrated game board, a bag of 25 babies, four
serial killer figures, crime and outcome cards, one die, and instructions.
HOMOSEXUAL "BILLY" DOLL
"Miami Beach, Fl.-There was Barbie, then Ken, and now Billy - a 13" plastic "proud gay
doll" complete with Yes, you guessed it. Marketed by New York-based Totem
International, the item is becoming a best-seller in markets nationwide and in Europe and
Japan. Versions include a 'street cool' San Francisco Billy and a 'sex bondage' Master
Billy. Creator Jim McKitterick says clothing lines and other members of the 'alternative
family of dolls' are in the works-to increase 'gay visibility and talk about human rights.'
BEASTS
There is a present obsession with ugly and awesome beasts. Almost every toy or
children's story will somehow incorporate a beastly figure. From "Beauty and the Beast" to
lesser emphasis on the ugly, it is all a dark fantasy and obsession.
Fantasy entertainment is big business. People appear to love scary and titillating tales.
The sicker a society becomes and the further from the true God they depart the viler they
grow. An empty heart is fertile soil for wild and exciting fantasies. Empty people do not
laugh easily so wild and exciting creatures may well stir the adrenaline of otherwise dreary
souls.
The future picture of Biblical prophecy is a clear scene of dark spirits from the underworld.
The Beasts of Revelation are not lovely creatures. The opening of the dark regions of
imprisoned angels will turn loose these benighted beasts. They will terrorize mankind.
Satan is clearly preparing the world for ruin. Crystal balls, flaming swords, the all-seeing
eye-of Horns, on and on goes the list of occult themes and phenomenon.
E. T. - SPACE AGE "MESSIAH"
A squat little creature with a mashed-in face, bulbous eyes, and leathery skin, it is best
described as a large, insect-like reptile (or reptile-like insect if you prefer). It's hardly what
any normal human being would take a liking to. [One preacher stated that it reminded
him more of an overgrown MAGGOT.]
The messianic quality of E.T. is apparent in much that occurs in the film- even the
duplication, to some degree, of Jesus' activities while He was on earth. E.T.'s ability to
heal, levitate, read minds, utilize mind power to affect his circumstances, and instill life
where there is death, are dramatically portrayed.
A close examination of the plot demonstrates a clear parallel to the life of Jesus Christ.
Here is a person of countless eons, far wiser and more loving than any of earth, who
leaves his home in space to spend time living among the people of earth. While here, he
loves everyone, performs miracles of healing, and influences the thoughts of people. But
most do not recognize or understand his presence. Finally, the government authorities
begin closing in on him, seeking to seize him, but he dies. He is put in a coffin and
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mourned by his friends until suddenly a bolt of golden light strikes him and he is restored
to life, resurrected. Then appealing to his "Captain" in the skies, he is shortly picked up by
the spaceship and returned to his home in the heavens.
In exploring the parallels between E.T. and Christ finds that both are Messiah figures; both
come from outside our world on temporary 'earthly' missions; both appeal to the underdog;
are rejected by the authorities; die; rise from the dead; and ascend heavenward after
leaving their mark on the hearts and minds of those who have come to love them."
PERVERTED BOOKS FOR KIDS
Sendak almost always surprises, even when
drawing something as mundane as A
BREAST-FEEDING BABY. Before you know
it, the baby has EATEN HIS MOTHER and is
dancing triumphantly on his stool.
"I ate my mother," is the rhyme's last line.
Sendak smiles and shrugs, as it he really
had no other choice. And if you've ever had
any fear of going down the drain with the
bath water, there's little nude Charlie,
showing it indeed can happen. Charlie
comes complete with, well, a private. The
mood of the book is fierce and gross, and
that's a large component of childhood," says
Sendak. He has no children of his own, but
for decades he's been among their biggest
supporters.
Many write to praise him: "I love your book, 'please marry me." Others aren't so kind: "I
hate your book. I hope you die." And then there was the boy who wrote with praise.
Sendak wrote back, thanking him, and included a drawing. The boy was so happy he ate
the drawing.
He creates books to help kids in "defending themselves with MAGIC."
Taken from USA TODAY: 1992
Is this the kind of man you would want to be around your child?
•

Goosebumps - a book for children
( the attack of the dead )

•

Ghoul = "delights in what is loathsome, macabre, a grave robber, an evil spirit or
demon, plunders graves and feeds on corpses."
(dictionary definition)

Really delightful reading for a child to think of monsters, the dead and ghouls.
GARBAGE PAIL KIDS - ANIMORPHS - BOOKS & TOYS
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The following section will show you how they are getting the children ready to accept the
ugly, violent, obscene, occult and genetic mutations.
Garbage pail cards continue child abuse theme
The Topps Chewing Gum company continues to market VIOLENCE, SELF ABUSE,
REBELLION, ANARCHY, BRUTALITY, AND THE MOST GROTESQUE OF THE
GROTESQUE through their Garbage Pail Kids cards.
One parent in Bossier City, Louisiana is trying to do something about it.. A father of two
says, "I think they're suggestive, I mean, you have a kid 10 or 12-years-old, holding an axe
with blood dripping off it and parts of a body sticking out of a basket. Is that supposed to
be funny?"
ANIMORPHS - BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
Half man half beast - going from a human to a bat.
From a human to an alien beast
From - an alien - to an animal - to a human
From a boy to a wolf
Plus many other renditions like the above.
THE BIBLE SAYS:
A little leaven leaveneth the whole lump.
(Gal 5:9)
It starts off innocently enough and then it gets worse and worse. Finally it gets into the
realm of the occult and satanism.
Who would have ever dreamed 25 years ago that we would see what we have seen in the
"devil-lution" of toys?
QUESTION:
How can we know and discern the caricatures which are of an evil nature so as to turn our
children's eyes from evil?
POINTS FOR EVALUATION:
1. If all the world is involved and approves of it, that is the first sign of warning for us to
beware. James 4:4, I John 2:15
2. Does the character change from one physical nature to another?
3. Does the character perform magic or acts of power superior to human ability?
4. Do any of the characters have romantic relationships encouraging intermingling of
human and animal flesh even if subtly, innocently represented? (Deuteronomy
27:21)
5. Are any of the characters themselves a mutation being part animal and part human
flesh?
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6. Do the known characters dress, speak and conduct themselves in a modest,
respectful manner without any demonic symbolism present? (Examples of satanic
symbolism: dragons, crescent moon and stars, scary monster-beasts, nakedness).
So what's wrong with a character that performs "good" magic to help someone? Read
what the Bible says about wizards and witches in Deuteronomy 18:10-12.
In verse 12, the Bible states,
"For all that do these things are an abomination unto the Lord".
One lady gave a testimony about watching "Bewitched" as a child. It was a weekly
television program about a pretty good witch married to a mortal. She could recall with all
her might, "wishing that she could be a witch!", after watching an episode. When you think
about what she was asking - that is scary!"
THE BIBLE SAYS
Neither give place to the devil.
(Eph. 4:27)
Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever
things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely,:think on these
things.
(Phil 4:8)
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